Getting the most out of Mathletics at home
Hello!
In light of the current circumstances, I thought it might be helpful to provide a short guide to using and
getting the most out of Mathletics at home.
This may be updated, amended and improved over the coming days.
Thank you,
Mr. Avis
The website:
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

Your child has been given a username and password with which to sign in.

The home page will display the class topics in which are activities. Complete activities are number
using the red, amber and green numbered blocks below. Green activities indicate a good
understanding of the topic, amber indicates more practice is needed to securely understand and
finally red indicates that more time needs to be spent learning about this topic.

The aim is to ensure that nearly all completed activities are green. If they are all green this illustrates
a good understanding. Ideally, the pie chart will be as completed as possible but - more importantly –
as green as possible. It is best to secure the activities you have already done before attempting new
activities (unless your teacher has set them, in which case you must complete assigned tasks first.)

If there are areas that a child is finding difficult Mathletics offers support through its own information
and guidance for each activity.

If you click the ‘i’ button at the top right this will offer some explanation as to how to complete the
task. It may be that this has to be watched more than once to grasp the concept.

The support may take the form of small steps of explanation, using the
through them, or a short video.

and

symbols to navigate

At the top of the homescreen you’ll see these four tabs. The ‘Learn’ tab is the one automatically
selected, containing your completed activities and progress through them.

If you select the ‘Explore’ tab you’ll find some challenging activites and helpful videos videos.

Under the videos section you can find Times tables Tunes. This can be a useful – and fun – way to
start learning your times tables. If you’re in Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4, these are especially
recommended.

Under the ‘Play’ tab you’ll find a number of games and apps designed to target different areas of
maths. LIVE Mathletics targets mental arithmetic, which is enormously important to mathematical
understanding. Being able to instantly recall mathematical facts makes learning new ideas
significantly easier.

This is the Live Mathletics home screen.

The numbers along the top denote the level of difficulty. However, it is important that children start
at the easiest level of difficulty and work their way up.

By clicking on results, you’ll see a breakdown of
past performance on the different levels – as
below.

The Rank column provides the best guide as to
which level your child should be using. The ranks
go from Raging Rookie to Junior Giant to Speed
Demon, Almost Einstein and finally to Human
Calculator. Ideally your child should aim to achieve
Human Calculator on each level before progressing
to the next. At very least your child should have a
ranking of Almost Einstein before moving onto the
next level. As you can see from above, it takes a lot
of time to master each level but it’s worth to have
so much mathematical knowledge at your finger
tips. Children who have put the hours in say that
learning new ideas is so much easier as a result.
Tip: the fastest way to practise and improve is by selecting ‘Computer Challenge’ – it loads faster,
meaning you can up your scores faster.
Once you’ve achieved the rank of human calculator in all levels up to 6 (as above), there’s no need to
go beyond this as Level 7 and above go beyond the KS2 primary curriculum!

The LEARN activities and the Live Mathletics activities are the two main features of Mathletics that
we have tended to use for homework. However, there are other features that are worth exploring,
including:
• Multiverse – an excellent game for revising times tables knowledge.
• Play Paws is pitched for Reception and Year 1 and will reinforce the visual representations
of number excellently.
• There’s Maths A-Z which offers an interactive dictionary for key mathematical terms.

The ‘Review’ tab may be used in the future by teachers to assign tests to assess
understanding. However, for now, don’t expect to find anything in there.

